
KEY FEATURES

Due to the tight construction of the A Type cable grip, we recommend using the Slingco Feed Tube when
inserting cable or rope into the grips. For ease of use, our feed tubes are color-coded to match the A Type Cable
grip.
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Cable Grip
Color

Slingco Part
No.

6 - 16 0.25 - 0.65 713 28 ZCS1799 Black FTU1890
13 - 23 0.50 - 0.90 1,018 40 ZCS1800 Dark green FTU1891
19 - 28 0.75 - 1.10 1,324 52 ZCS1801 Red FTU1892
25 - 38 1.00 - 1.50 1,706 67 ZCS1802 Dark blue FTU1893
32 - 43 1.25 - 1.70 2,113 83 ZCS1803 Yellow FTU1894
38 - 53 1.50 - 2.10 2,444 96 ZCS1804 Aluminum FTU1895

This information is for marketing purposes only. The details contained herein is presented as general information and no representation or
warranty is expressly or impliedly given as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. It does not constitute part of a legal offer or
contract. For technical specifications, please contact Slingco America, Inc.

Dimensions
The figures shown are indicative only. Fully dimensioned data-sheets are available on request. Nominal figures/actuals are as per data-
sheet with tolerances of +/-5%. Please contact us if you have any questions.

Range dimension overlaps If the cable, rope or hose you have lies where ranges overlap, e.g. 1” when sizing is 0.5-1.00 and 1.00-1.5 we
recommend that you select your cable grip to achieve break load first. If tensile strengths are equal or both adequate, choose the smaller of
the two. Please contact us if you have any questions.

For easy install on A type grips
Color coordinated to grip

FEED TUBES
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